REF DIA 33356 (PARAS 2 AND 3)

1. FOR SOME TIME, MANY ANTI-Castro ACTIVITIES SPONSORED BY STATION BEEN ATTRIBUTED ERRONEOUSLY BY CUBA AND OTHERS TO VICTORIÁ. LEFTIST COR AE DEPUTIES BEEN PUTTING PRESSURE, THEREFORE, ON PRES PAZ TO EXPEL HIM. WHEN OLIVARES VISIT EMBASSY, MINISTER OF CUBA (LUCAN) SIGNED ORDER FOR IMMEDIATE DEPORTATION ON FOLLOWING DAY (28 DEC) WHICH NOT INCONSISTENT WITH CUBA DESIRE FOR OLIVARES VISIT PASS QUIETLY. MARINAS ESCAPE NIGHT BY DEC AND CAME TO GEF TO ASK FOR HELP. CUBA DECREASED MARINAS TO EMBASSY FOR HELP AFTER UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT RAISE SOFORT PERUVIAN EMBASSY LATE THAT NIGHT. 28 DEC, MARINAS SMUGGLED INTO PERUVIAN EMBASSY FOR ASYLUM FROM WHERE ARRANGEMENTS MADE FOR SAFE CONDUCT TO LIMA. 3 JAN MARINAS DEPARTED BY AIR, FORGOING OF SEQUENCE EVENTS FROM 28 DEPRESSED THROUGH LONG.

2. EMTEL 625 UNDOUBTEDLY BASED ON LEE STORY GIVEN OTHERS AS AFTER MARINAS ESCAPE WITH KNOWLEDGE CUBA DESIRE AND PRESIDENT FRIENDS WOULD BE RAISING EUROPE ABOUT FURTHER PERSECUTION OF MARINAS AND TIEING IT IN WITH OLIVARES VISIT (WHICH THEY DID).

3. PRESENT TIME WOULD NOT BE PROPER FOR HIGHER LEVELS IN EXILE SEEK AUDIENCE WITH PRES PAZ IN STATION OPINION SINCE HIGHER...
GIVE PRO-CAStroites BASIS CREATE GOOD HUNCHES JUST 2010? PUNTA DEL ESTE MEETING AND GET IN LAST LICK HERE. DESIRES, BELIEVE CROD MIGHT CONSIDER SUCH VISIT AT THIS PARTICULAR TIME AS LETTING ITSELF IN FOR UNNECESSARY TROUBLE. AME CONCURS.